Jan. 17, 2021 update

The month is flying by and there is so many important notices you will receive.
We are sending out a packet with important information in it. There's a request to forward information contained within the
packet, and I hope you will participate. The first means of flood protection for us is the gate that will be placed at the entrance to
Lake Pontchartrain. MONEY! MONEY! MONEY! We must remind those who have promised to back our flood protection to do
so. MONEY is the answer.
You will receive a report containing how MICO's money was spent last year. Included will be a proposed budget for this year. If
you disagree, please forward your reasons to <MICOI@outlook.com>. If you agree, you don't have to do anything. I know this is not
the usual way this is handled, but under these unusual circumstances...
You will receive a postcard requesting this year's dues. Please fill out the necessary information on the back, include your check,
and get it to 114. Some residents have moved, others have changed numbers or email addresses.
The parish has agreed to place extra lighting in the back of Moonraker. I was asked to provide where the poles should be
placed. I asked for help from a resident who lives there. We came up with some where near these addresses: 420, 413, 404, 388,
379. I don't know if the plan calls for any specific number of lights. When I hear, I will let you know.
After requesting for some time, the cane and grass was cut around the second curve. Please make an attempt to keep it cut as
other neighbors have done pertaining to other areas the parish has cut. The parish will not KEEP it cut. Some residents have
asked that the tree there should be cut down. I will save that for another day because we now have other projects in the works. $15
thousand has been set aside for us to place drainage in the two hundreds area. That will be included in the one million dollar
project of REPLACING our street.
After meeting with Sheriff Randy Smith, MICO strongly encouraged him to send our Sgt. Patrick Casnave to us, to protect us, to
help us with problems, to clear our street, to remind our residents that we have ordinances, and alert us when necessary. Please
meet him and let him know just how much his presence is appreciated. Sgt. Casnave recommends that our homeowners install
RING, a protective device that Sgt. Casnave himself can use to caution residents immediately if necessary.
If anyone would like to hold an office or help MICO in any way, please let us know. We encourage your participation. MICO has
been working hard to get the improvements necessary to make Moonraker safe and a very special place to live. Please back MICO
by contributing dues, $50, annually.
Please check on our elderly neighbors. Knowing that our neighbors care about us is so very comforting.
Bonnie Peyroux

985-646-0690

